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Abstract: Influenza virus infections represent a worldwide public health and economic 

problem due to the significant morbidity and mortality caused by seasonal epidemics and 

pandemics. Sensitive and convenient methodologies for detection of influenza viruses are 

essential for further disease control. Loop-mediated isothermal amplification (LAMP) is the 

most commonly used method of nucleic acid isothermal amplification. However, with regard to 

multiplex LAMP, differentiating the ladder-like LAMP products derived from multiple targets 

is still challenging today. The requirement of specialized instruments has further hindered 

the on-site application of multiplex LAMP. We have developed an integrated assay coupling 

multiplex reverse transcription LAMP with cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles 

(mRT-LAMP-CIRN) as a sensor for the detection of three subtypes of influenza viruses: 

A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and influenza B. The analytic sensitivities of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN 

assay were 101 copies of RNA for both A/H1N1pdm09 and A/H3, and 102 copies of RNA for 

influenza B. This assay demonstrated highly specific detection of target viruses and could dif-

ferentiate them from other genetically or clinically related viruses. Clinical specimen analysis 

showed the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay had an overall sensitivity and specificity of 98.3% and 

100%, respectively. In summary, the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay is highly sensitive and specific, 

and can be used as a cost-saving and instrument-free method for the detection of influenza 

viruses, especially for on-site use.

Keywords: multiplex, LAMP, gold nanoparticles, on-site detection, influenza virus

Introduction
Influenza viruses pose an ongoing threat to human health principally through their 

ability to cause acute respiratory diseases worldwide.1,2 Influenza virus evolves 

rapidly by reassortment and genetic drift and is one of the most common causes 

of morbidity and mortality, leading to a significant economic impact every year.3,4 

According to the World Health Organization (WHO), seasonal influenza infections 

result in ~3–5 million severe cases and 300,000–500,000 deaths around the world 

yearly.5 A rapid and sensitive methodology for the early detection of seasonal influenza 

viruses is of paramount importance to facilitate clinical care, infection control, as well 

as epidemiologic investigations. Among the diagnostic tools, nucleic acid-based tests 

are more rapid and sensitive than traditional techniques such as serological assays 

and influenza virus isolation. At present, real-time reverse transcription polymerase 

chain reaction (RT-PCR) is a powerful molecular diagnostic method for influenza 
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virus infections.6–9 In contrast to PCR-based target gene 

detection, which requires bulky and expensive equipments 

and highly skilled technicians, recent research has focused 

on the development of isothermal amplification methods for 

simple and user-friendly pathogen detection. As the reaction 

is conducted under isothermal conditions, the thermal cycler 

is not required, which makes these methods more suitable for 

use in resource-limited regions or for field use.

As the most commonly used method of isothermal 

amplification, loop-mediated isothermal amplification 

(LAMP) allows amplification of DNA with high sensitivity 

and specificity.10,11 LAMP can also be used to detect RNA 

template by simply adding a reverse transcriptase enzyme 

under identical reaction conditions as LAMP.10,12 To date, 

RT-LAMP methods have been developed to detect various 

RNA viruses, including influenza viruses.13–17 Multiplex 

detection represents the development trend of molecular 

diagnostic methods due to the properties of cost- and 

time-saving. Although previous studies have described sev-

eral multiplex LAMP methods, how to differentiate the 

ladder-like LAMP products derived from multiple targets 

is still challenging. These methods used either end-point 

(pyrosequencing,18 gel electrophoresis,19 etc) or real-time 

(annealing curve,20 fluorescence technology,21,22 etc) analysis 

to differentiate the multiple target sequences. The main 

drawback of these strategies is the requirement of compli-

cated and specialized instruments, which hinders the on-site 

use of multiplex LAMP.

To take full advantage of multiplex LAMP, the product 

identification methodology should be simple and cost-

effective. Hence, the colorimetric detection would be ideal 

due to its simplicity, user-friendliness, and ease to interpret 

the result. Utilization of oligonucleotide probe-modified 

gold nanoparticles (AuNPs), the aggregation of which can 

cause notable changes in optical property,23–25 seems to 

satisfy this condition. In the present study, we developed a 

multiplex RT-LAMP (mRT-LAMP) assay for simultaneous 

amplification of three subtypes of influenza viruses (influenza 

A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and influenza B), and the RT-LAMP 

amplicons were further identified by cascade invasive 

reaction26,27 using oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs 

as a sensor. The results can be observed and determined 

easily based on color changes by naked eyes. mRT-LAMP 

coupled with cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles 

as a sensor (mRT-LAMP-CIRN) provides us a sensitive, 

specific, cost-saving and instrument-free diagnostic tool for 

the identification of influenza viruses, especially in resource-

limited settings.

Materials and methods
Viral isolates and clinical specimens
Three influenza virus strains A/Jiangsu/2/2009(H1N1), 

A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2) and B/Jiangsu/01/2015 isolated 

from patient specimens at Jiangsu Provincial Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention were used for the development 

of mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay. Eight clinically or genetically 

related viruses were used as control to evaluate the specificity 

of the assay, including seasonal influenza virus A/H1N1, avian 

influenza viruses A/H5N1, A/H7N9 and A/H9N2, respiratory 

syncytial viruses types A and B, and parainfluenza viruses 

types 1 and 2. A total of 94 nasopharyngeal swab specimens 

collected from influenza-like cases, including 58 known 

influenza-positive specimens (35 A/H1N1pdm09, 14 A/H3N2, 

and nine influenza B), were used to validate the mRT-LAMP-

CIRN assay. All the isolates and specimens were kept at −80°C 

until use. Written informed consent regarding the use of 

clinical specimens for investigational purposes was obtained 

from all the patients involved. This study was approved by 

the Ethics Committee of the Jiangsu Provincial Center for 

Disease Control and Prevention. All the experiments were 

carried out in accordance with the ethical guidelines for medi-

cal and health research involving human subjects.

Isolation of viral rNa
Viral RNA was extracted from 200 μL of specimens with 

a High Pure viral RNA kit (Roche Diagnostics, Manheim, 

Germany) according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Purified RNA was eluted with 50 μL of elution buffer 

(pH =8.0) and kept at −80°C until further analysis.

Preparation of rNa standards
The hemagglutinin (HA) gene, matrix protein 1 (M1) gene 

and nonstructural protein 1 (NS1) gene were amplified 

from the influenza viruses A/Jiangsu/2/2009(H1N1), 

A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2) and B/Jiangsu/01/2015 with 

primers containing T7 promoter sequence on reverse sides. 

RNA was transcribed directly from purified PCR amplicons 

containing the full-length region of each target for mRT-

LAMP by the use of T7 RNA polymerase (TaKaRa Biotech-

nology Co. Ltd., Dalian, People’s Republic of China). The 

synthetic RNA transcripts were purified and quantified by 

reading absorbance at A
260 nm

,28 and then ten-fold diluted as 

RNA standards ranging from 104 to 100 RNA copies/μL.

Design of primers and probes
mRT-LAMP primers were designed based on the conserved 

regions of HA gene, M1 gene and NS1 gene for influenza 
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A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and influenza B, respectively. RT-

LAMP primers were designed using a PrimerExplorer 

version 4 program on the Eiken website (http://primerexplorer.

jp/e/). A set of six primers, including two outer primers 

(F3/B3), two inner primers (FIP/BIP), and two loop primers 

(LF/LB), were selected for each of the three gene targets. 

The specificity and feasibility of the selected primers were 

subsequently checked by Basic Local Alignment Search Tool 

search against National Center for Biotechnology Informa-

tion database. The sequence information of the selected 

final mRT-LAMP primers containing degenerate bases is 

shown in Table 1, and the details of the primers are shown 

in Figure 1.

Using the Universal Invader Design Software version 

1.2.4 (Third Wave Technologies, Inc., Madison, WI, USA), 

three sets of cascade invasive reaction upstream and down-

stream probes were designed based on the sequences of mRT-

LAMP amplicons. The sequence information of the selected 

upstream, downstream and hairpin probes used in secondary 

invasive reaction, as well as two types of oligonucleotide 

probes (nanoparticle probes) used for modification of AuNPs 

is shown in Table 2. All the primers and probes were synthe-

sized and modified by TaKaRa Biotechnology Co. Ltd.

Preparation and modification of AuNPs
AuNPs were synthesized by reducing tetrachloroauric acid 

with trisodium citrate, and then modified with oligonucle-

otide probes according to the protocol described previously.29 

Two types of nanoparticle probes (Table 2), which were 

complementary to the hairpin probe, were used to modify 

the two batches of AuNPs separately. Transmission electron 

microscopy (TEM) (JEM 2100F; JEOL Co. Ltd., Tokyo, 

Japan) was used to measure the sizes of oligonucleotide 

probe-modified AuNPs, which resulted in an average diame-

ter of 13 nm. The ultraviolet (UV) spectrum and TEM images 

of oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs are described in 

detail in the Supplementary material.

mRT-LAMP reaction
mRT-LAMP reaction was carried out using the RNA 

Amplification Kit (Eiken China Co., Ltd., Shanghai, People’s 

Republic of China) in a final volume of 20 μL containing 

10 μL of Reaction Mix, three sets of primers for influenza 

A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and influenza B (0.15 μM each of 

F3 and B3 primers, 1.2 μM each of FIP and BIP primers 

and 0.6 μM each of LF and LB primers), 0.8 μL of Enzyme 

Mix and 1 μL of RNA template. Distilled water was used as 

Table 1 Primers used for multiplex RT-LAMP assay

Target Name Type Sequence (5′-3′) Length (nt)

A/H1N1pdm09, (HA gene) 09H1-F3 Forward outer ccgggagacaaaaTaacaTTc 21
09H1-B3 reverse outer gTaTaTTcTgaaaTgggaggc 21
09H1-FIB Forward inner cagaTccagcaTTTcTTTccaTTggaag 

CAACTGGAAATCTAGTG(F1C+F2)
45

09H1-BIP reverse inner TaTcaTTTcagaTacaccagTccacTgg 
TGTTTATAGCACCCTTG(B1C+B2)

45

09H1-LF Forward loop cgaaTgcaTaTcTcggYac 19
09H1-LB reverse loop aTacaacTTgTcaracacc 19

A/H3, (M1 gene) h3-F3 Forward outer aggaTgggggcTgTaacc 18
h3-B3 reverse outer ccagccaTTTgcTccaTagc 20
h3-FIB Forward inner TgagaccTgTgcTgggagTcaggTg 

gcMTTTggccTggTa
40

h3-BIP reverse inner TaggcaraTggTggcaacaaccTgT 
agTgcTggccaraacc

41

h3-lF Forward loop aaTcTgYTcacaTgTTgcaca 21
h3-lB reverse loop caTTaaTaaracaTgagaacagaaT 25

Influenza B, (NS1 gene) FluB-F3 Forward outer agggacaTgaacaacaaaga 20
FluB-B3 reverse outer caagTTTagcaacaagccT 19
FluB-FIB Forward inner TMarggacaaTacaTTacgcaTaTc 

gaTaaaggaggaagTaaacacTca
49

FluB-BIP reverse inner TaaaYggaacaTTccTcaaacaccacTc 
TggTcaTaggcaTTc

43

FluB-lF Forward loop TYaaacggaacTTcccTTcTTTc 23
FluB-lB reverse loop ggaTacaagTccTTaTYaacTcTgc 25

Notes: The polymorphic sites of the primers are underlined; Y represents degenerate C or T; R represents degenerate A or G; M represents degenerate A or C.
Abbreviations: RT-LAMP, reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification; HA, hemagglutinin; M1, matrix protein 1; NS1, nonstructural protein 1; nt, nucleotide.
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no-template control. Twenty-five microliters of mineral oil 

(Sigma-Aldrich, St Louis, MO, USA) was added to the top 

of the reaction mixture. mRT-LAMP reactions were run at 

different temperatures including 60°C, 63°C and 65°C using 

a real-time turbidimeter (LA320C; Teramecs, Tokyo, Japan) 

in order to determine the optimal reaction temperature for 

obtaining the highest amplification efficiency.

cascade invasive reaction and auNPs 
hybridization
Three target-specific cascade invasive reactions for each mRT-

LAMP reaction were performed in a volume of 20 μL con-

taining 1× reaction buffer (10 mM 3-(N-morpholino)

propanesulfonic acid, pH 7.5, 0.05% Tween-20, 0.05% 

Nonidet P40 and 7.5 mM MgCl
2
); 0.2 μM each of upstream 

Table 2 Probes used for cascade invasive reaction and modification of AuNPs

Target Name Type Sequence (5′-3′) Modification

A/H1N1pdm09 09H1-Up Up aTcTggTaTTaTcaTTTcagaTacaccagTT
09H1-Dp Dp cgcgccgagg ccacgaTTgcaaTacaac

a/h3 H3-Up Up gTcTcaTaggcagaTggTggcT
h3-Dp Dp cgcgccgagg aacaaccaaTccaTTaaTaaaac

Influenza B FluB-Up Up TgTaTTgTccTTgagagTgTTggTaaaT
FluB-Dp Dp cgcgccgagg cggaacaTTccTcaaaca

Universal hp hp gTcTTgTggTacTgcacTcgTcTcggTTTTccga 
gacgagTccTcggcgcgaTcgTgaTgaaccaT

3′-auNP nanoparticle probe gcagTaccacaagacaaaaaaaaaa 3′-sh c6
5′-auNP nanoparticle probe aaaaaaaaaaaTggTTcaTcacgaT 5′-sh c6

Abbreviations: AuNPs, gold nanoparticles; Up, upstream probe; Dp, downstream probe; Hp, hairpin probe.

Figure 1 Schematic showing location of multiplex RT-LAMP primer binding sites.
Notes: (A) HA gene of influenza A/H1N1pdm09. Assay spans region from nucleotide 757–937 with reference to the HA gene sequence of the H1N1pdm09 virus strain 
A/Jiangsu/2/2009(H1N1). (B) M1 gene of influenza A/H3N2. Assay spans region from nucleotide 425–606 with reference to the M1 gene sequence of the H3N2 virus strain 
A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2). (C) NS1 gene of influenza B. Assay spans region from nucleotide 442–667 with reference to the NS1 gene sequence of the influenza B virus 
strain B/Jiangsu/01/2015.
Abbreviations: HA, hemagglutinin; M1, matrix protein 1; NS1, nonstructural protein 1; RT-LAMP, reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification.
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and downstream probes; 0.2 μM hairpin probe; 100 ng 

Archaeoglobus fulgidus flap endonuclease (AfuFEN) enzyme, 

which was prepared in our lab as described previously;30 

and 5 μL diluted RT-LAMP amplification products (30 μL 

deionized water was added to 20 μL products). The mixtures 

were then incubated at 85°C for 1 min followed by 63°C for 

20 min. After cascade invasive reaction, 3 μL of each previ-

ously prepared oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs (30 

nM) and 5 μL of NaCl (500 mM) were together added into 

each reaction tube. Hybridization was performed at 55°C 

for 30 min. Then, the result was observed with naked eyes 

directly or after brief centrifugation (1,000× g for 30 s) of 

the products. The negative reaction mixture became color-

less because of the aggregation of AuNPs, while the positive 

reaction mixture remained red.

Analytical sensitivity and specificity of 
mRT-LAMP-CIRN
To evaluate the analytical sensitivity of the mRT-LAMP-

CIRN assay, synthetic RNA standard for each target was ten-

fold serially diluted (ranging from 104 to 100 RNA copies/μL) 

and was used as mRT-LAMP-CIRN template. The speci-

ficity of the assay was assessed by analyzing the RNA 

extracts from influenza viruses A/Jiangsu/2/2009(H1N1), 

A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2) and B/Jiangsu/01/2015, and from 

each control virus mentioned above separately. RNA extracts 

from the three influenza virus strains were also tested in 

different combinations in a single reaction.

Evaluation of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay 
with clinical specimens
To evaluate the performance characteristics of the mRT-

LAMP-CIRN assay, 94 clinical nasopharyngeal swab 

specimens collected from influenza-like cases were analyzed 

by mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay with the parallel analysis by 

real-time RT-PCR where primers and probes were all recom-

mended by the WHO.31,32 Real-time RT-PCR was performed 

using the SuperScript® III Platinum One-Step qRT-PCR 

System (Thermo Fisher Scientific, Carlsbad, CA, USA). The 

cycling conditions were: 50°C for 20 min, 95°C for 2 min, 

followed by 40 cycles in 15 s at 94°C and 1 min at 60°C.

Results
Principle of mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay
The overall process of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay includes 

RT-LAMP amplification of viral nucleic acids, signal amplifi-

cation by cascade invasive reaction and optical detection using 

oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs. A schematic of the 

principles of cascade invasive reaction and signal detection 

with AuNPs is shown in Figure 2. Briefly, the upstream and 

downstream probes hybridize with RT-LAMP products, form-

ing a one base overlapping structure at the 3′ end of the upstream 

probe, which can be recognized and cleaved by AfuFEN 

enzyme. Then the cleaved 5′ flap of the downstream probe 

hybridizes with the hairpin probe, which can drive a secondary 

invasive reaction. To visibly detect whether the hairpin probe is 

cleaved, two types of oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs, 

which can hybridize with the two ends of hairpin probe, are 

added. If the target of RT-LAMP product is present, the cleaved 

hairpin probe cannot trigger the aggregation of oligonucleotide 

probe-modified AuNPs, leading to red color of the reaction. 

Conversely, if the target of RT-LAMP product is absent and the 

hairpin probe is intact without cleavage, leading to the aggrega-

tion of AuNPs, then the reaction becomes colorless.

Optimization of the mRT-LAMP-
CIRN assay
The real-time turbidimetry device enables observation 

of LAMP primer kinetics. To optimize the mRT-LAMP 

conditions, at the commencement of this study, we used a 

real-time turbidimeter (LA320C; Teramecs, Tokyo, Japan) 

to determine the optimal primer sequences, primer con-

centrations, reaction temperature, as well as amplification 

time. The optimal primer sequences and concentrations, 

determined using various concentrations of synthetic RNA 

standards as templates, are shown in Table 1 and described 

in Materials and methods. The details of the optimization of 

reaction temperature and amplification time are described in 

the Supplementary material.

Analytical sensitivity of the mRT-
LAMP-CIRN
The analytical sensitivity of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay 

was evaluated by testing synthetic RNA standards ranging 

from 104 to 100 RNA copies/μL. As shown in Figure 3A–C, 

the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay could detect 101 copies of 

synthetic RNA for both A/H1N1pdm09 and A/H3, and 102 

copies of synthetic RNA for influenza B. Identical results 

were obtained on three separate days indicating that the mRT-

LAMP-CIRN assay was both robust and reproducible. The 

mRT-LAMP reactions were also monitored by a real-time 

turbidimeter. As shown in Figure 3D and F, the detection 

limits for A/H1N1pdm09 and influenza B were 101 and 102 

copies of synthetic RNA, respectively; these were equivalent 

to those obtained by mRT-LAMP-CIRN (Figure 3A and C). 

Nevertheless, the detection limit for A/H3 obtained by real-

time turbidity detection was an order of magnitude lower 

than that obtained by mRT-LAMP-CIRN (Figure 3B and E), 
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Figure 3 Sensitivity test results of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay for detecting influenza A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and influenza B.
Notes: Ten-fold serial dilutions of A/H1N1pdm09 (A), A/H3 (B) and influenza B (C) RNA transcripts (ranging from 104 to 100 RNA copies) were detected by the 
mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay. The multiplex RT-LAMP amplification reactions for A/H1N1pdm09 (D), A/H3 (E) and influenza B (F) rNa transcripts were also real-time 
monitored by a turbidimeter and the corresponding curves of concentrations of templates were marked in the figure.
Abbreviations: mRT-LAMP-CIRN, multiplex reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification coupled with cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles as a 
sensor; DW, distilled water.

Figure 2 The principles of cascade invasive reaction and signal detection with AuNPs for detecting multiplex RT-LAMP products.
Notes: The system contains three steps: primary invasive reaction, secondary invasive reaction and nanoparticle hybridization. Primary invasive reaction: the Up, Dp and 
RT-LAMP amplicon form a one-base overlapping structure at the 3′end of the Up. AfuFEN enzyme specifically recognizes the structure and cleaves the 5′ flap of the Dp. 
Secondary invasive reaction: the cleaved 5′ flap from the target-specific primary invasive reaction hybridizes with the Hp and drives a secondary invasive reaction. Then 
the Hp is cleaved by AfuFEN. Nanoparticle hybridization: if the target of RT-LAMP product is present, the cleaved Hp cannot trigger the aggregation of AuNPs, resulting in 
red-colored dispersions of AuNPs. Conversely, if the target of RT-LAMP product is absent, the Hp remains intact without DNA cleavage, yielding nanoparticle aggregation-
induced precipitation, and then the reaction mixture becomes colorless.
Abbreviations: Up, upstream probe; Dp, downstream probe; Hp, hairpin probe; AfuFEN, Archaeoglobus fulgidus flap endonuclease; AuNPs, gold nanoparticles; RT-LAMP, 
reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification.
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indicating that for RT-LAMP product analysis, the sensitivity 

of cascade invasive reaction using AuNPs as a sensor was 

higher than real-time turbidity detection.

Analytical specificity of the mRT-
LAMP-CIRN
To evaluate the analytical specificity of the mRT-LAMP-

CIRN assay, RNA extracts from influenza viruses A/Jiangsu/ 

2/2009(H1N1), A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2) and B/Jiangsu/ 

01/2015, and from various control viruses that could cause 

similar symptoms were tested separately. RNA extracts from 

the three influenza virus strains were also tested in different 

combinations in a single reaction. As shown in Figure 4, for 

single target detection, the positive reactions with red color 

in the reaction tubes were only observed in the extracts of 

influenza A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3N2 and influenza B viruses, 

whereas all of the control viruses, including the seasonal 

influenza virus A/H1N1, avian influenza viruses A/H5N1, 

A/H7N9 and A/H9N2, respiratory syncytial viruses types A 

and B, and parainfluenza viruses types 1 and 2 were negative. 

For multiple target detection, the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay 

could differentiate two or three targets in a single reaction 

successfully (Figure 4). These results demonstrated the high 

analytical specificity of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay.

clinical performance
To evaluate the clinical performance characteristics of the 

mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay, a total of 94 clinical specimens 

collected from influenza-like cases were analyzed by 

mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay and by real-time RT-PCR in parallel. 

As shown in Table 3, out of 58 specimens that were proven 

positive for influenza viruses by real-time RT-PCR, 

Figure 4 Specificity test results of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay for detection of influenza viruses.
Notes: The analytical specificity of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay was assessed by testing the RNA extracts from influenza A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3N2 and influenza B, and 
from various control viruses separately. RNA extracts from the three influenza virus strains were also tested in different combinations in a single reaction. (A) The cascade 
invasive reactions were performed with 09H1-Up, 09H1-Dp and Hp. (B) The cascade invasive reactions were performed with H3-Up, H3-Dp and Hp. (C) The cascade 
invasive reactions were performed with FluB-Up, FluB-Dp and Hp. 1: no-template control; 2: A/H1N1pdm09; 3: A/H3N2; 4: influenza B; 5: A/H1N1pdm09 and A/H3N2; 
6: A/H1N1pdm09 and influenza B; 7: A/H3N2 and influenza B; 8: A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3N2 and influenza B; 9: A/H1N1; 10: A/H5N1; 11: A/H7N9; 12: A/H9N2; 13: respiratory 
syncytial viruses type A; 14: respiratory syncytial viruses type B; 15: parainfluenza viruses types 1; 16: parainfluenza viruses types 2.
Abbreviations: mRT-LAMP-CIRN, multiplex reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification coupled with cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles as a 
sensor; Up, upstream probe; Dp, downstream probe; Hp, hairpin probe.

Table 3 Clinical performance of mRT-LAMP-CIRN compared with real-time RT-PCR for detecting influenza A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 
and influenza B

mRT-LAMP-CIRN Real-time RT-PCR Performance characteristics

Positive Negative Sensitivity, % Specificity, %

A/H1N1pdm09
Positive 34 0 97.1 100
Negative 1 59

a/h3
Positive 14 0 100 100
Negative 0 80

Influenza B
Positive 9 0 100 100
Negative 0 85

Combined A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and FluB
Positive 57 0 98.3 100
Negative 1 36

Abbreviations: mRT-LAMP-CIRN, multiplex reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification coupled with cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles as a 
sensor; RT-PCR, reverse-transcription polymerase chain reaction.
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mRT-LAMP-CIRN detected 34/35 influenza A/H1N1pdm09, 

14/14 influenza A/H3 and 9/9 influenza B. Compared 

to real-time RT-PCR, the sensitivity and specificity of 

the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay for detecting influenza A/

H1N1pdm09 were 97.1% (34/35) and 100% (59/59), 

respectively. For detecting influenza A/H3, the sensitivity 

and specificity of the assay were 100% (14/14) and 100% 

(80/80), and for influenza B, the sensitivity and specificity 

were also 100% (9/9) and 100% (85/85), respectively. In 

summary, the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay had an overall sen-

sitivity and specificity of 98.3% (57/58) and 100% (36/36), 

respectively.

Discussion
Since many respiratory viruses, including influenza viruses 

can cause similar symptoms, it is impossible for clinicians 

to distinguish one virus from another; therefore, they rely 

on the laboratory tests to identify the etiologic agent. Con-

sidering the morbidity and mortality caused by influenza 

viruses every year, sensitive and convenient laboratory 

methods to identify influenza virus subtypes are urgently 

needed. These are important for initial clinical treatment, 

avoidance of antibiotic misuse, as well as prevention of 

influenza virus transmission. In this study, we developed a 

sensitive mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay for the specific detection 

of three subtypes of influenza viruses, including influenza 

A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3 and influenza B. Because no special-

ized instrument is required, and the read-out can be easily 

analyzed by visual inspection by operators, the mRT-LAMP-

CIRN assay described in this study is more suitable for use 

in low-equipment setting laboratory and on-site testing.

Several isothermal amplification methods have been 

developed that can pave the way for molecular diagnosis 

of infectious pathogens in simplified formats. LAMP is a 

promising method that has been developed to detect various 

pathogens.11,13–17 LAMP amplicons can be determined by 

agarose gel electrophoresis,33 lateral flow dipstick,14 turbidity 

or fluorescence measurement,34,35 or even visual inspection of 

white precipitates or color changes.36,37 Due to the properties 

of cost- and time-saving, multiplex detection represents the 

development trend of bioassays. Numerous multiplex molec-

ular diagnostic methods such as multiplex PCR/RT-PCR have 

been developed.38 However, for multiplex LAMP, the differ-

entiation of the ladder-like amplicons derived from multiple 

targets is still challenging today. To achieve multiplex LAMP 

detection, methods based on either end-point18,19 or real-time 

analysis20–22 have been developed to identify the amplicons 

derived from multiple targets. Nevertheless, all these 

strategies require specialized and complicated instruments, 

which hinders the on-site application of multiplex LAMP 

assay. Invasive reaction is reported to be a highly sensitive 

and specific DNA detection method that amplifies the target-

DNA-specific signal instead of the DNA template.26,27 By 

using invasive reaction probes that were specific for multiplex 

LAMP amplicons, the ladder-like LAMP products from dif-

ferent targets were successfully differentiated and identified. 

By taking advantage of cascade invasive reaction and the 

remarkable optical property of AuNPs in different aggregated 

states, the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay developed in this study 

presents us with an alternative molecular method for sensitive 

multiplex LAMP product detection without the need for any 

complicated instruments. Because the mRT-LAMP-CIRN 

assay amplifies three targets simultaneously in a single tube, 

the cost for amplification of each target is reduced to one-

third of the traditional singleplex LAMP. As the AfuFEN 

enzyme and AuNPs were prepared in our lab, the total cost 

of mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay for detecting one target is about 

two-thirds of traditional LAMP. Moreover, this pilot study 

may provide a strategy for establishing multiplex LAMP to 

much more than three plex, so that the cost for detecting each 

target would be reduced further.

The high analytical sensitivity of LAMP has been 

reported previously.39 Several possible factors may con-

tribute to this fact. For example, the LAMP reaction is less 

affected by the presence of inhibitory substances in biologi-

cal materials, less sensitive to various salts, and can tolerate 

the inhibitory effect of large concentrations of templates.40 

However, previous studies have shown that due to the mutual 

interference of multiple primers, the sensitivities of multiplex 

nucleic acid detection tests tend to decrease. In this study, by 

coupling cascade invasive reaction with mRT-LAMP, one 

RT-LAMP amplicon could yield large numbers of cleaved 

hairpin probes (Figure 2); thus, the analytical sensitivity 

of mRT-LAMP might be increased by this signal ampli-

fication step. Indeed, the sensitivity for A/H3 obtained by 

mRT-LAMP-CIRN was ten times higher than that obtained 

by real-time turbidity detection. However, for 100 copy 

of A/H1N1pdm09 template and 101 copies of influenza B 

templates (one order of magnitude lower than their detection 

limits), the mRT-LAMP amplicons might be too limited, or 

no amplification occurred. So, they also could not be detected 

by cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles as a sensor 

despite the signal amplification effect.

Because LAMP offers highly efficient amplification 

of target DNA, once the reaction tube is opened after 

LAMP reaction, there is a risk of aerosol contamination.41 
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To overcome this problem, in this study, mineral oil was 

added to the top of the LAMP reaction mixture to ensure 

that the amplicons did not disseminate into the air when the 

reaction tubes were opened. To further reduce the chances 

of contamination, protocols similar to those followed for 

PCR were adopted in this study. For example, the sample 

treatment, solution preparation and amplicon identification 

were carried out in separate areas.

The amplification mechanism of LAMP confers on the 

mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay inherent specificity because eight 

regions of each target sequence must be recognized by the 

four sequence-specific primers and two loop primers for 

amplification to occur. In addition, the invasive reaction is 

a specific DNA detection method because the mRT-LAMP 

amplicon must contain a sequence to which the invasive 

reaction upstream and downstream probes will hybridize in 

order to produce a positive result. By combining the speci-

ficities of both LAMP and cascade invasive reaction, the 

mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay developed in this study should 

provide higher specificity in theory. Our results showed that 

the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay had 100% analytical specificity 

for identification of influenza A/H1N1pdm09, A/H3N2 and 

influenza B viruses, and there was no cross-reaction with 

other genetically or clinically related control viruses tested 

in this study.

As real-time RT-PCR has been widely accepted as the stan-

dard method for detecting influenza virus RNA, during clinical 

specimen detection, we compared the new assay described in 

this study with real-time RT-PCR. The results showed that, 

compared to real-time RT-PCR, the mRT-LAMP-CIRN 

assay had an overall sensitivity and specificity of 98.3% and 

100%, respectively. Out of 35 specimens that were positive for 

influenza A/H1N1pdm09 as detected by real-time RT-PCR, 

34 were determined to be positive by mRT-LAMP-CIRN. The 

difference in number detected may be due to the fact that eight 

regions of the target sequence must be recognized by the six 

primers in mRT-LAMP reaction, while only three regions of 

the target sequence need to be recognized in real-time RT-

PCR reaction. Because of the frequent mutation of influenza 

virus genome, there might be a base variation in this specimen 

that affected the detection effect of mRT-LAMP-CIRN but 

not real-time RT-PCR. Further testing on additional clinical 

specimens is still needed to evaluate the clinical performance 

characteristics of this mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay.

In conclusion, a highly sensitive and specific mRT-

LAMP-CIRN assay has been developed for identification 

of influenza viruses, including influenza A/H1N1pdm09, 

A/H3 and influenza B. Cost savings and no need for any 

complicated instruments make this assay more suitable for 

on-site use and low-equipment setting laboratory use.
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Supplementary materials
UV spectrum and TEM images of 
oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs
The normalized optical absorption spectrum for the gold 

nanoparticles (AuNPs) after modification with oligonucle-

otide probes is shown in Figure S1A. We found that the oli-

gonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs exhibited a ultraviolet 

(UV) peak at 530 nm. The Transmission electron microscopy 

(TEM) images of the free and aggregated AuNPs are shown 

in Figure S1B and C.

Optimization of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN 
assay
RNA extracts from three influenza viral isolates: A/

Jiangsu/2/2009(H1N1), A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2) and  

B/Jiangsu/01/2015 were used as templates to optimize the 

multiplex reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal 

amplification (mRT-LAMP) conditions. The mRT-LAMP 

reactions were run at three different temperatures including 

60°C, 63°C, and 65°C to determine the optimal reaction tem-

perature for obtaining the highest amplification efficiency. At 

63°C, the shortest amplification time and best amplification 

efficiency were obtained for all the three targets (Figure S2), 

and thus 63°C was chosen as the optimal temperature for all 

subsequent multiplex RT-LAMP reactions. According to 

the amplification curves obtained by real-time turbidimetry 

device, 50 min was chosen as the standard assay time because 

almost all the reactions had reached the plateau phase of 

amplification and longer reaction time yielded similar results 

(Figure S2; Figure 3).

Figure S1 Characterization of oligonucleotide probe-modified AuNPs.
Notes: (A) The normalized optical absorption spectrum for the AuNPs after modification with oligonucleotide probes. The TEM images of the free (B) and aggregated 
(C) AuNPs. Scale bar: 50 nm.
Abbreviations: AuNPs, gold nanoparticles; TEM, transmission electron microscopy.
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Figure S2 Optimization of the mRT-LAMP-CIRN assay.
Notes: RNA extracts from A/Jiangsu/2/2009(H1N1) (A), A/Nanjing/1/2009(H3N2) (B) and B/Jiangsu/01/2015 (C) were used as templates to optimize the mRT-LAMP 
conditions. Distilled water was used as no-template control (D). The mRT-LAMP reactions were run at 60°C, 63°C, and 65°c for 60 min to determine the optimal reaction 
temperature and amplification time.
Abbreviation: mRT-LAMP-CIRN, multiplex reverse-transcription loop-mediated isothermal amplification coupled with cascade invasive reaction using nanoparticles as a sensor.
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